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from Nike Sportswear shoes Air Max 90, NSW wave in the beginning, had the shoes as resurgent engraved shoes of choice, the
spring and summer of 2012 continued evolution, launched a new Nike Sportswear Air Max 90, with fluorescent green and blue and
yellow fluorescent color combination, eye-catching color for spring and summer camp the streets of collocation are currently available
on demand, including PROPER to purchase. 

Reebok Kamikaze series dating back to 1996, when the "Rainman" Shawn Kamp in Kamikaze II in the all star game played on the
limelight, the same year the Kamp also played their occupation career peak data. Kamikaze II uses a number of alternative
comparison color, make people gifted with an extraordinary retentive memory. A few years ago, Reebok rolled out a pair of plain
basketball shoes using the Pump Kamikaze 2K10. It was a departure from tradition. This summer, Reebok launched the Kamikaze III
is a success, and continued the Kamikaze series of lines of tradition. Today is to bring this shoe new color, silver collocation red
Hexalite honeycomb, let Reebok find the year of ambition, although not all the technology, there is no name filled with all kinds of
gimmicks, but this design is full of strength at some time can better reflect the male sense of conquest, see Kamikaze III, always let us
far Kamp reminds me of the scene Pippen Yan buckle.
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